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THE VOICE OF BATES COLLEGE SINCE 1873 
Cable steers College while 
presidential search continues 
PALO PEIRCE 
MANAGING NEWS EDITOR 
Every Sunday afternoon, Interim 
President Nancy Cable, like much of 
the student body, can be found work¬ 
ing behind a desk. Dressed in casual at¬ 
tire, Cable enjoys coming in to a quiet 
and deserted Lane Hall each Sunday to 
catch up on work and the countless e- 
mails that build daily. 
Appointed unanimously in July by 
the Board of Trustees, Nancy J Cable 
aims to lead the college through a pe¬ 
riod marked by significant change. Al¬ 
though serving in an interim capacity, 
Cable is still responsible for managing 
the daily affairs of the College including 
the faculty, fundraising and the budget, 
she explained in an interview with The 
Student. “As interim President, I am 
charged by the Board of Trustees with 
sustaining the current momentum of 
the College.” 
According to her vision, Cable 
will be a problem solver for the entire 
Bates community of alumni, faculty, 
parents, staff and students throughout 
her tenure. She believes that the col¬ 
lege community has a rare opportunity, 
since working on an interim basis she 
can be more open to change and new 
ideas. This year Cable hopes to open 
up dialogue with the student body and 
encourages club and student leaders to 
suggest new ways of running things. “It 
is a terrific privilege to serve in this role 
and I am both humbled and thrilled to 
be in this capacity,” she said. 
Cable is also concurrently serv¬ 
ing in her prior role as Vice President 
and Dean of Enrollment and Exter¬ 
nal Affairs, in charge of extending the 
reputation and visibility of the College 
to wider audiences. According to the 
Bates College website, this position is 
responsible for strategic enhancement 
in admission, financial aid, career devel¬ 
opment, college communications, and 
marketing and positioning. 
The past academic year was Cables 
first in this Dean role, and it was marked 
by significant progress on several fronts. 
The two most visible changes supported 
by Cable included the rejuvenation of 
the college career center and the merger 
of the Office of Admissions and Office 
of Financial Aid. According to Cable, 
the career center has been reborn as 
the Bates Career Development Center 
(BCDC) with a new arsenal of technol¬ 
ogy and personnel that will help provide 
students with more personal attention. 
“The BCDC has tremendous new op¬ 
portunities and is not just for seniors, it 
is for all four years,” she said. 
As VP and Dean of Enrollment and 
External Affairs, Cable also presided 
over the merger of Admissions and the 
Office of Financial Aid. Cable cited 
increased efficiency and synergies as 
reasons for combining the two distinct 
offices. Because Bates is “need aware,” 
the College requires financial aid offi¬ 
cers well versed in both college financial 
constraints and academic criteria, Cable 
said. 
As Dean and President, Cable goals 
to attract more applications from out¬ 
side New England from both domestic 
and international high schools, while 
continuing to maintain the Colleges 
traditional core of applicants. She hopes 
to continue to nurture both these initia¬ 
tives while also fulfilling her presidential 
duties. 
Cable succeeds Elaine Tuttle Han¬ 
sen, who in August accepted a position 
as the Executive Director of Center for 
Talented Youth at Johns Hopkins Uni¬ 
versity. Hansen, the seventh president 
of the College served for nine success¬ 
ful years, noted Cable. “She created the 
See PRESIDENT, PAGE 4 
Hedge and Bill finish 
comprehensive makeover 
Student misconduct threatens weekend access 
HALEY KEEGAN 
CONTRIBUTING WRITER 
Roger Williams Hall, known col¬ 
loquially as “Roger Bill” or “The Bill” 
to alums since its construction in 1895, 
and Hedge Hall reached the end of their 
renovations and are now fully open to 
the campus. 
Completely gutted three years ago 
and under construction since March 
2010, the buildings’ doors opened this 
summer to reveal complete renovations, 
which have been well-received by the 
campus community. “[The response] is 
amazing; from faculty, staff, and stu¬ 
dents,” said project manager Paul Farn¬ 
sworth. 
Built in the late nineteenth century, 
together the buildings have played host 
to a dormitory, the Chemistry depart¬ 
ment and the Presidents office. The 
newly renovated spaces in Hedge now 
house the Philosophy, Religion and 
Environmental Science departments, 
while Roger Bill encompasses the for¬ 
eign language departments. Modeled 
around the layout of Pettengill Hall, 
both new buildings feature common- 
room lounges and group study spaces 
See WEEKEND, PAGE 4 
NumbersPay founders set feet for relaunch in Boston 
GARDINER NARDINI 
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF 
NumbersPay is an internet startup 
founded on campus last spring, and the 
latest Bates-student built company to 
garner national media attention. The 
fledgling dot-com business has four 
founding members, including current 
seniors Cosmin Ghita, Darren Crom¬ 
well, and Matthew Conetta. The fourth 
founder, Steven Pecora, graduated in 
2011 and resides in New Jersey. 
NumbersPay is a group buying web 
site similar to Groupon, but instead of 
offering large, region-wide deals on ser¬ 
vices, it brings discounts on retail goods 
to groups of individuals who have simi¬ 
lar consumer interests. 
Anyone on the internet can go to 
the homepage, NumbersPay.com, and 
sign up to receive information about 
discount deals the site “wants” to of¬ 
fer. For a deal to actually be put on 
the table, a minimum number of users 
must “pledge” to purchase it before a 
given time period expires. If the mini¬ 
mum number is reached, the deal goes 
through. If not, the deal is voided and 
no one is charged. However, once the 
minimum pledges are attained, the ad¬ 
dition of more pledges drives the price 
of the deal down even further. 
The site, Ghita explained, thus 
rewards users for encouraging their 
friends to get in on deals, leading to bet¬ 
ter prices for consumers and more rev¬ 
enue for the company. 
Aside from this tiered discount sys¬ 
tem, the distinguishing feature of Num¬ 
bersPay is that it asks users to indicate 
NumbersPay founders from left to right; Cosmin Ghita ’12, Matthew Conetta ’12, Steven Pecora ’ll and Darren Cromwell T2. 
COURTESY PHOTO/NUMBERSPAY 
what products they would like to re¬ 
ceive in the next cycle. In other words, 
the company uses customer feedback to 
generate desirable deals. “With us, it’s a 
two way street,” Ghita said. 
After a successful launch last spring, 
the NumbersPay team spent six weeks 
during school beta testing their service. 
According to Ghita, they received posi¬ 
tive feedback and converted multiple 
deals; the site brought in revenue sell¬ 
ing brand-name products ranging from 
snap-back hats and jerseys to sunglasses 
and digital cameras. 
NumbersPay was popular among 
many Bates students who used its ser¬ 
vices, and received positive reviews in 
its “Comments” section. Some students 
did note that for certain items, they 
were not interested in buying the exact 
same thing their friends would have. 
Despite the site’s proven ability to 
take in revenue, at the season’s end the 
company immediately began planning 
new developments and an October re¬ 
launch, explained Ghita. “In the month 
and a half we made some revenue, but 
still ran at a loss as we expected- we were 
still testing, and had a lot more in store.” 
Over the summer, the company 
studied their business strategy, found 
new employees and brought the techno¬ 
logical pace of the website up to speed. 
Additionally, they sought to use the suc¬ 
cessful beta-period results to encourage 
relationships with new retail suppliers. 
In mid July, NumbersPay received a 
noteworthy plug in July on CNNMon- 
ey.com, when it was listed as one of six 
hot dorm-room startups of the year. It 
was also mentioned on the NESCAC 
focused web blog, “The ‘Cac”, as an in¬ 
teresting venture and point of pride for 
the conference community. 
According to the founding crew, 
one element that keeps them steadfast 
and productive is their close friendship. 
Conetta and Pecora knew each other 
before coming to Bates, while Crom¬ 
well, Ghita and Conetta were freshman 
roommates. This Fall, the crew has high 
aspirations for their project. They’re 
planning the site’s sophomore debut to 
take place at College Fest in Boston on 
Oct. 1, from where Ghita hopes Num¬ 
bersPay can branch out to other schools 
in the northeast. 
“What’s different about us, what 
makes us special, is that we can cater 
deals to a community,” Ghita elabo¬ 
rated. “We can cater to individual com¬ 
munities. It’s a two way street, because 
we receive feedback about what our us¬ 
ers want. It’s a tool for communities to 
use, and it rewards people for buying 
together. And for now, its letting col¬ 
lege communities personalize the group 
buying experience.” 
If for no other reason, Ghita 
laughed, the company was formed “to 
avoid getting thrust into a terrible job 
market.” 
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Voting for the right to vote 
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The value of 
unvalued majors 
VOTE. Four simple letters that 
changed the world, gave people a voice 
and a mechanism for participating in 
their government. It is our right to vote 
that, according to our greatest leaders, 
has made America the country it is to¬ 
day. Why, then, are our politicians here 
in Maine trying to restrict us from vot¬ 
ing? 
From the start, America has not 
always had a perfect record on vot¬ 
ing rights. We limited people’s right to 
vote based on race, age, gender and 
financial status. Yet, most of the time 
we have corrected ourselves, coming 
down on the side of expanding voting 
rights. Four constitutional amendments 
increased the number of people who 
have the right to vote; no amendments 
have taken such rights away. 
For those of us, myself included, 
who came to Bates from out of state, 
or who are busy doing school work 
(among other pursuits) to read up on 
state policy, Maine has a 38-year-old law 
that allows people to register to vote on 
election day. In 1972, before they passed 
this same-day-voting law, Maine was 21st 
among states in voter turnout rates. 
Almost immediately after the law 
was passed, Maine became third in the 
nation. According to the national elec¬ 
tion project, Maine’s current voter turn¬ 
out rate is nearly 20 percent higher than 
the national average. The law, in other 
words, was an unqualified success. 
Recently, the Maine Legislature has 
passed a new law requiring people to 
register at least two business days be¬ 
fore Election Day. If you are from a 
state, such as my home state of Penn¬ 
sylvania, which has a voter registration 
deadline about a month before the elec¬ 
tion, you may think two days is a minor 
inconvenience. Yet, I can only wonder 
if this change is just the first step to¬ 
ward taking away our voting rights. 
For, it seems unnecessary for Maine to 
change a policy that is so effective. 
Local polls estimate that this law 
could prevent more than 50,000 Main 
residents from voting. According to the 
Republican politicians who voted for 
Four constitu¬ 
tional amendments 
increased the 
number of people 
who have the right 
to vote; no amend¬ 
ments have taken 
such rights away: 
i 
the bill (passage was highly partisan), 
they claim they want the additional time 
to prevent voter fraud. While I oppose 
voter fraud as much as anyone, it seems 
that the slight benefit is far too costly. 
Many Maine Democrats wonder if the 
Republicans have instated this law, in¬ 
stead, for their own political gain. The 
majority of people who use same-day 
registration are “disenfranchised” vot¬ 
ers (yes, unfortunately, as the under-25 
crowd, we are among them), who tend 
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to vote mostly Democratic. There are 
far too few examples of voter fraud to 
justify this extreme measure. 
Regardless of political affiliation, 
I believe it would be a shame to pre¬ 
vent a busy college student or a work¬ 
ing mother from voting this year. In an 
ideal world, we would all remember to 
register early. We would have the time 
to fill out registration forms, to take a 
trip to the post office and another to 
the polls. 
We would have no qualms about 
such legislation. In our society, many 
are too busy to remember to register 
early, and they benefit from anything—■ 
including same day registration—that 
makes their lives easier and allows them 
to participate in the political process. 
Despite this law being passed, there 
is a solution: Due to a large outcry and 
petitions (over 70,000 signatures), we 
will have the ability to vote this No¬ 
vember to remove this onerous require¬ 
ment. The question will read something 
like, “Do you want to reject the section 
of Chapter 399 that requires new vot¬ 
ers to register to vote at least two busi¬ 
ness days prior to an election?” Voting 
“yes” will allow us to make voting easier 
for our fellow citizens, our friends and 
ourselves. 
It will empower us to shape the 
country the way we want and to par¬ 
ticipate in our democracy. We must 
remember, however, to register at least 
two business days before the election 
(and if we are successful, this will be 
the last time you have to remember to 
do so!). 
Last year, as I walked with my friend 
to the polls in Lewiston, I was excited 
that Maine differed from my home 
state. Although we are out-of-state resi¬ 
dents and forgot that we needed to re¬ 
register, we were nevertheless able to 
vote to make our country better. In a 
country where freedom and democracy 
define who we are and allow us to say 
what we want, I was grateful that there 
was no frustrating legislation standing 
between me and my right to vote. As 
Walter Judd wisely stated, “People of¬ 
ten say that, in a democracy, decisions 
are made by a majority of the people.... 
that is not true. Decisions are made by a 
majority of those who make themselves 
heard and who vote.” I encourage you 
to vote often and, when given the op¬ 
portunity, to expand voting rights for 
others. 
KATIE AILES 
CONTRIBUTING WRITER 
“So, what’s your major?” “I’m dou¬ 
bling in english and dance.” “Oh...and 
what are you going to do with that?” 
If I had a nickel for every time I’ve 
had that exchange, I’d be able to pay tu¬ 
ition through senior year. The level of 
condescension and ridicule I routinely 
receive for my liberal arts majors is a 
constant frustration. Whether home on 
vacation, traveling, or even at Bates, I 
find myself needing to defend my aca¬ 
demic choices to my peers, community, 
and even myself. And I’m not alone. 
Bates has 41 departments, 34 of 
which offer majors. According to the 
Bates website, the most popular majors 
are politics, psychology, economics, bi¬ 
ology, english, and history. Although 
the website does not offer information 
on the least studied, I can offer a guess 
at the least respected. There seems to be 
an idea in this culture that the fields of 
study based on the arts are less worth¬ 
while than those based on science, 
mathematics, or business. Why pursue 
a degree in art and visual culture when 
for the same price you could receive 
one in physics? 
It is certainly true that judgment 
occurs based partially on the financial 
prospects for undergrads with vari¬ 
ous majors. Certainly Neuroscience 
Nelly may look at Theater Tommy as 
a prospective homeless person (unless 
Tommy makes it big like Mr. Cruise). 
However, as accurate as certain finan¬ 
cial projections may be, one would hope 
that we pursue our degrees for more 
than monetary rewards. 
Yes, it is difficult to defend studying 
dance when I know it is not the most 
lucrative of careers, especially in these 
tough economic times. Nevertheless, I 
know my reasons for pursuing it and, 
while I may not end up driving a Lam¬ 
borghini, at least I will be satisfied with 
the education I’ve chosen. 
When Bates unanimously approved 
the creation of a dance major in the 
spring of last year, it resoundingly af¬ 
firmed their belief that dance is a valu¬ 
able field of study. Yet, despite the Col¬ 
lege’s (and many colleges’ nationwide) 
acknowledgement of dance as a serious 
discipline, many still question its legiti¬ 
macy. Perhaps this is due to a lack of 
education about the discipline itself, 
which I will now (briefly) seek to cor¬ 
rect. 
Through the study of dance, one 
learns skills that may not be emphasized 
in a sit-down classroom, particularly 
through moving in the same space as 
others. Carol Dilley, Director of Dance 
at Bates, observes that some of the 
skills obtained through formal dance 
education include “cultural conscious¬ 
ness,” “personal and group responsibil¬ 
ity,” “communication,” and “creative 
approaches to social and physical puz¬ 
zles.” 
Personally, I have discovered that 
the study of dance is also the discov¬ 
ery of one’s own identity, both internal 
and external, and a closer examination 
of the ways in which one interacts with 
others in the same space. It’s a remark¬ 
ably illuminating process. 
In response to the idea that dance 
education is not useful in terms of 
other disciplines, Dilley said that “the 
social context around the making and 
presentation of dance is also a rich field 
that links seamlessly with anthropology, 
education, biology, kinesiology . . . eth¬ 
ics, business, physics and the list goes 
on as the individual interests find their 
different intersections.” While impor¬ 
tant in and of itself, dance references 
and applies to virtually all other disci¬ 
plines through the way it educates the 
student on communication and other 
afore-mentioned areas. 
Yet as important as all those skills 
are, the most important reason to pur¬ 
sue these majors remains: it’s what I want 
to do. Trust me, I’ve taken Macroeco¬ 
nomics and it is not what I want to do. 
Nor do I want to pursue a degree in 
physics, math or philosophy. The point 
is that my majors-no matter how 
inconsequential you may perceive them 
-are important to me. My desire to 
study dance is based not on the poten¬ 
tially shabby state of my wallet in fif¬ 
teen years, but rather on the state of my 
body and mind today. 
So to the next person who looks 
down at me and asks, “And what are 
you going to do with that major?” I will 
reply that I will learn. If my body is 
the classroom which teaches me best, I 
will dance and at least know that it has 
taught me something invaluable about 
my position, physically, mentally, and 
environmentally, in this world. Isn’t that 
why we’re attending Bates in the first 
place? 
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An on-campus alternative to the Goose 
PETER GAULT 
CONTRIBUTING WRITER 
Picture this: it’s a cold, snowy Feb¬ 
ruary night, and you’ve been working 
late in the library on your thesis, so you 
go to the Den to grab a beer and blow 
off some steam. 
Or, it’s a Friday night, and you are 
looking to causally drink with other 
Bates students without standing around 
a ‘ruit table. 
This is entirely possible if we, as a 
united student body, take action to turn 
the Den into a late-night pub. There are 
numerous reasons why this is a good 
idea. First, it keeps drinking on campus 
in a safe environment that is both inti¬ 
mate and inviting. It would also be com¬ 
pletely student-run, which would create 
more jobs on campus. The Den is an 
integral part of Bates’ history that we 
are losing because of the introduction 
of New Commons and Milts. 
Furthermore, Bates has already es¬ 
tablished a system for providing alcohol 
in Chase Hall through “Wind-Down 
Wednesdays.” Lastly, other schools such 
as Colby have already figured out how 
to have a pub on campus. 
There are only a handful of su¬ 
per seniors on campus that remember 
the Den in its glory days. Before New 
Commons was built, the Den used to be 
open until midnight. It was a great place 
to hang out with friends or get work 
done because you felt comfortable in 
the dimmed lights. 
Milts, with its neon green chairs 
and bright lights, makes me want to fin¬ 
ish my food and leave as quickly as pos¬ 
sible. Furthermore, the food options at 
Milts are abysmal in comparison to the 
Den. Try one of their delicious tuna 
melts when you have a chance. 
So, how would this work? At the 
moment, the Den is only open until 
3:00, and thus mainly caters to the 
Bates staff. This makes sense because 
the staff should be able to benefit from 
the Den. We should open the Den as 
a pub at 9 p.m. and it should close at 
midnight. The same system would be 
used as the one at the Wind-Down 
Wednesdays: a security guard would 
check IDs and hand out wristbands to 
those of age. Alternatively, Colby only 
allows those over 21 to be in their pub 
on certain days. 
I sincerely believe that this idea 
would be profitable enough to justify 
investing in. Students of age are looking 
for a safe place to drink outside of their 
dorm rooms, but unfortunately the only 
options are The Goose and The Pub, 
and both have its own drawbacks. The 
Goose can be chaotic with spilled beer 
and loud shouting, while The Pub pri¬ 
marily serves Lewiston’s working class. 
Don’t get me wrong, I enjoy going 
to both places from time to time, but 
Bates students need another option. 
What might be some logistical 
issues that stand in the way? The 
College might not want students selling 
alcohol, or it might fear that this would 
make Milts suffer. This could, however, 
be solved by compromising over what 
food options are offered at night. 
Students with bartending licenses or 
dining service staff could operate the 
pub. 
It’s a shame to see how dead Chase 
hall has become. In its hay day it was 
the heart of our campus, but it has now 
been reduced to essentially a mailroom 
and bookstore. It is not a gathering place 
for Bates’ students — except for those 
taking yoga classes. Chase hall, with its 
stone-carved faces on the entrance and 
its medieval mural, is a building with 
character. In comparison, the newer, 
post-modern buildings being erected 
on campus are sterile, and the paint 
and plastic affairs are built to be safe 
for children (i.e. 280). As Bates moves 
forward with its construction projects 
of its new dorms between Smith and 
the football field, it would be a shame 
to forget its past. 
So, how could we make this hap¬ 
pen? In short, this would require ap¬ 
pealing to the right people. The Student 
Budget Committee, the Dean’s office 
and Dean Keith Tennebaum, who is the 
Student Activities Directior and over¬ 
sees the Ronj and Wind-Down Wednes¬ 
days, would have to be on board. If you 
like this idea, go talk to these people 
about it. One of the great things about 
Bates being so small is that our admin¬ 
istration is relatively accessible. By start¬ 
ing a dialogue we at least have a chance 
of seeing this idea come to fruition. 
As a community, let’s take this 
building back. If we somehow manage 
to pull this off before I graduate in De¬ 
cember, the first beer will be on me. On 
a cold winter night there’s no place that 
bobcats would rather be than their den. 
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Can you pop the Bates bubble? 
The first day of my summer intern¬ 
ship in Rep. Joe Courtney’s (CT-02) 
office in Washington, D.C., this sum¬ 
mer began with former Rep. Anthony 
Weiner’s (NY-09) sex scandal. On my 
last day, I had to watch Speaker of the 
U.S. House John Boehner’s (OH-08) bill 
regarding the debt ceiling pass 
If you have no idea what a “debt 
ceiling” is, or perhaps think that has 
something to do with a physical ceil¬ 
ing, do not worry. I am not going to 
talk about it or take time to explain it 
in this article. (But for those few who 
did not think the debt ceiling needed 
to be raised, our economy would have 
crashed harder than it did in 2008 if 
we had not come up with some sort of 
compromise.) 
I could not have learned more this 
summer. I learned what Capitol Hill 
was like, how to travel around with no 
money (walking), how to get lost, how 
to live (barely) with five male room- 
Forum » 
mates all 10 years older than I, how to 
dress properly and professionally (never 
did wear heels), and most of all, how 
to talk on the phone with others. But, 
really — I did a lot of talking on the 
phone this summer. 
One of the main responsibilities 
was to answer the phones and talk with 
constituents who were calling from 
Connecticut’s second district. I talked 
with people about their concerns about 
our government, their problems they 
had with a specific bill that was in the 
process of being passed, or anything 
else they would want to talk about. 
I had conversations that lasted 10 
seconds. These were mosdy from the 
senior citizens calling to make sure that 
Rep. Courtney was going to protect So¬ 
cial Security and oppose any cuts. I had 
other phone calls that lasted 50 minutes 
to an hour. One man wanted to tell me 
about his Vietnam War stories. And I 
listened, which I was happy to do. If 
you do not think people call their repre¬ 
sentatives in Congress, guess again. We 
would have thousands of contacts each 
■ 
"Enough with the 
high school graduation 
speeches we have all 
heard a million times... 
News flash: College is 
about everything but 
the real world." 
mm W 
day, whether it was through 
phone calls, hand-written letters, emails, 
or faxes. 
Most important, I learned what 
government is all about, or should be 
about. It is about and should be about 
the people. Anyone who wrote in about 
In the Jeter spat, don’t 
forget the pitching shift 
ALEC GREENBERG 
ASSISTANT FORUM EDITOR 
Hello, and welcome to your first 
baseball fan friendly forum article of 
the year. This week I want to talk about 
Derek Jeter. He’s a statue waiting to 
happen, the first Yankee ever to reach 
three thousand hits (a feat not to be du¬ 
plicated). 
I’d even go so far as to say that 
he’s a global presence. Which is why I 
find it so ironic that Jeter is also one of 
the most doubted sports figures ever. 
This season was, to me, easily the most 
laughable instance of Derek Jeter haters 
spinning their tops till smoke came off 
the playground pavement. 
Derek Jeter opened the 2011 Major 
League Baseball season at a snail’s pace, 
which was troublesome because of his 
lethargic 2010 season. Fans across the 
nation called for Mr. Jeter’s resignation, 
citing the fact that he was a poor de¬ 
fender (a popular argument for years) 
and had little to contribute to the team 
because he wasn’t hitting. 
A few short months later, that 
theory seems unfounded. Since taking 
a short trip to the disabled list with a 
strained calf, Jeter’s batting average has 
risen about thirty points. I won’t bore 
you with further details except to say 
that this has been a consistent trend and 
that Jeter has been a sure thing for my 
fantasy lineup since mid July. 
What I prefer to focus on is Jeter’s 
status as the most doubted sports fig¬ 
ure of this era. Since about five years 
into Derek Jeter’s career, I can remem¬ 
ber salvos of hate mail being spit at the 
guy. There was just something about his 
aura that was too perfect. There was 
simply no way that Derek Jeter could be 
a heartthrob, a great player, and a like¬ 
able person. 
One of the three could not be 
present, in order for the public’s criteria 
of imperfection to be met. For instance, 
Jason Varitek, captain of the Boston 
Red Sox, is acceptable to the average 
fan. He might be a heartthrob and a 
likeable person, but he’s not a hall of 
fame baseball player, making it a great 
thing to root for Jason Varitek. 
Scientific research has proven that 
people are more apt to have affection 
for a person who is flawed and who 
appear more human. I’m definitely not 
dissing Varitek either, to be clear. He 
has had a great career as a catcher, the 
most difficult position to play. I’m only 
citing the example of Varitek as a tele¬ 
scope through which we can examine 
the emblematic Jeter. I want to prove 
that Derek Jeter remains a great base¬ 
ball player, even at a seasoned thirty- 
seven years old. 
One of the best things about 
watching Derek Jeter play shortstop for 
my favorite team is that I get to see a 
picture of consistency. Ground ball, 
left side. Jeter fields, fires, one down. 
For every piddler that squirts through 
the infield into center field for a tainted 
base hit, Jeter short hops another off 
the turf at Sky Dome in Toronto, saving 
the team a run. So yes, Jeter’s range isn’t 
the best in the game, but I argue that it 
is only an iota below average. So what 
I’m saying is, please relax haters. 
The most important part of Derek 
Jeter’s skill set these days is his hitting. 
Derek Jeter’s offensive ability was cast 
into doubt last offseason, because he hit 
a mere .270 in 2010. Since Jeter’s career 
average of around .310 Yankees fans 
felt panicky. Yet, I argue that even a di¬ 
minished Jeter is still among the 5 best 
shortstops in the game. Here’s a simple 
test. Name me a shortstop in the game 
today that is better than Derek Jeter not 
named Troy Tulowitski. I bet you can’t. 
Lastly, I’d like to remind you that 
the game of baseball today is much dif¬ 
ferent than it was in the late 1990’s. The 
game is pitching intensive now. Nearly 
every team has at least one pitcher capa¬ 
ble of dismantling an opposing lineup. 
This year the collective batting average 
of baseball hitters is significantly lower 
than usual. Amidst the recession, Der¬ 
ek Jeter thrives. While others struggled, 
Jeter excelled. Jeter has proven that 
2010 was the exception, not the inevi¬ 
table decline. 
Derek Jeter has been a bright light 
for the game of baseball from steroids 
to pitching heavy thinking. I’d like to 
think he’s finally earned the right to im¬ 
munity from absurd criticism, in the 
twilight years of his career. 
Forum » 
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Who do you think you are? 
NERISSA BROBBEY 
CONTRIBUTING WRITER 
My mother is Romanian. My fa¬ 
ther is Ghanaian. Yet I can’t think of 
any ideal portmanteau to describe the 
combination. However, the whole idea 
is that we have reached a point where 
the world has become so small that you 
feel compelled to just ask some people, 
“Who do you think you are?” 
This question could be the main 
feature of a reality show. It is also the 
basis of arguments I find myself hav¬ 
ing. Some people have asked me, “So! 
Are you African or European? Are you 
black or white?” 
Some people faced with this ques¬ 
tion lean toward one side and start to 
answer in a deep philosophical manner. 
Others might lean toward their specific 
heritage they have minimum knowledge 
of. But my answer is very simple: I am a 
caramel Afro-European. 
I guess my answer is easy because 
I have lived with both parents on both 
continents and have been exposed to 
both cultures. I am as Afro-European 
as can be, and therefore find it easiest 
to find a common ground, which is the 
way I think such questions must be an¬ 
swered. But I also have to acknowledge 
that for other people it is not so simple. 
For me, my cultural and racial iden¬ 
tities coincide. For others, they are dif¬ 
ferent. For all sorts of reasons, some 
people are culturally one way and ra¬ 
cially another way. There are also some 
who have very colorful heritages. Ti¬ 
ger Woods, for example, is of Dutch, 
African-American, Native American, 
Chinese, and Thai descent, but he was 
born and raised in the States. For such 
people, if you ask them this question, 
you normally sit through a very long ex¬ 
planation as to what exactly they are. Or 
better yet, they could just make up their 
minds and cut the long story short. 
Personally, I believe cultural identity 
outweighs racial identity whenever one 
asks, “Who do you think you are?” The 
way one appears is irrelevant compared 
to the person’s upbringing and beliefs. 
Although this may seem like com¬ 
mon sense, it is a message to those 
culprits who had a great-great-great-great- 
^reaAgrandmother from another coun¬ 
try and always claim they are from 
there even though they have never been 
there. Then again — you can say what 
you want if it makes you happy. 
However, despite the confusion 
some people have with their personal 
identity, it is always incredible to see 
such diversity flourish, and, in some 
cases, the wonder of genes. I had a 
friend in high school who was three- 
quarters British and one quarter Ghana¬ 
ian. She was one of four children. Two 
of the children, including her, were fair 
with straight blond hair and green eyes 
while the remaining two siblings were 
olive with afros and black eyes. 
I know another girl who is half- 
Indian and half-Ghanaian and whose 
hair was Indian-like and all of her other 
features were African. I have seen some 
really interesting combinations and 
have had many pleasant surprises when 
I have asked others about their heritage. 
In the end, no matter what, it is 
always important to be proud of your 
roots and to familiarize yourself with 
them — even if it is just a little bit. As 
a Canadian-born Indian comedian who 
enjoys making fun of everyone once 
said, “The whole world’s mixing. And 
I’m thinking if we’re gonna mix any¬ 
way, we should start mixing people that 
would never normally mix. Just to see 
what we’ll get. Hook up a Jamaican with 
an Italian. They could have little Pasta- 
farians. A woman from the Philippines 
and a guy from Holland . . . little Hol- 
lapinos.Guy from Cuba, woman from 
Iceland.. .little Ice Cubes. A French and 
a Greek... Freek.” 
anything would receive a response back. 
People need to be listened to and peo¬ 
ple need to be respected. 
After spending a summer with 
people all over the age of 25, it is both 
interesting and rewarding to be back at 
Bates. It is refreshing to be in a place 
where people are genuinely interested in 
what they are learning, and in what oth¬ 
ers are learning. 
However, being back in the Bates 
bubble is, ironically, overwhelming. It 
is not about transitioning from sum¬ 
mer into the rigorous schoolwork of 
the fall. Everyone has to do that. It is 
about living completely alone for an 
entire summer in a different place, not 
knowing anyone. And if you are think¬ 
ing that sounds a lot like college, you are 
mistaken. Enough with the high school 
graduation speeches we have all heard a 
million times — speeches that declare 
college is the time for us to move on 
to the real world. News flash: College 
. Forum » 
is about everything but the real world. 
When, in our lives, other than the 
four years at Bates, are we completely 
protected, fed, and looked after for four 
years? We, for the most part, spend 
time with people aged 18 to 22, we are 
isolated, and we do not have to fret 
when walking back late from Pgill to 
280. 
I am not saying college, and Bates 
in particular, is not an excellent environ¬ 
ment to live, grow, learn and spend four 
years. Our relationships will teach us 
how to live in the world that is waiting 
for us. Our liberal arts education is what 
will truly prepare us for what we want 
to do. Although we are certainly lucky 
to be in this incredible bubble, we must 
remember that it is still a bubble. And 
when we reach the real world, we are 
going to have to pop that bubble. 
To trash Adams, or 
not to trash Adams? 
EVAN BINDER 
CONTRIBUTING WRITER 
In life, many times there is an “is” 
and a “should be.” Gay marriage is 
banned in the majority of the country. 
Should it be banned is another ques¬ 
tion. Kim Kardashian is famous for 
absolutely no reason other than her 
abnormally bodacious breasts and der- 
riere. Should she be famous is an en¬ 
tirely different question. Wentworth 
Adams Hall is considered a quiet dorm 
on campus. Should it be a quiet dorm 
is, you guessed it, an entirely different 
question. 
In light of the actions of Adams 
residents during the 80s dance, where 
beer was strewn throughout the halls, 
bathrooms were caked in vomit, and 
a mirror was smashed — not to men¬ 
tion excessive noise — there has been 
question about the status of Adams as 
a quiet dorm. Much to the dismay of 
the administration, partying (and all that 
goes with it) has increased inside this 
supposed dorm that is meant for those 
who would like to study. While their 
frustration is understandable, labeling 
Adams as a quiet dorm altogether pi¬ 
geonholes the students into an agree¬ 
ment they are not always prepared or 
willing to make. 
This year’s sophomores are one of 
the biggest classes Bates has ever had. 
With such a large number, housing has 
an increased strain in managing to fit all 
of its students. This strain was evident 
last year in the housing lottery, where all 
male doubles disappeared around lot¬ 
tery number 150 (out of 440 students). 
Around 150 males were without the 
chance to get a double anywhere on 
campus. With such limited availability 
of housing, students have little choice 
in the matter. Yet, there is one place 
on campus that is widely available to 
sophomores. You guessed it. It’s Bates’ 
quiet/study dorm, Adams Hall. The 
primary demographic living in Adams? 
Sophomores. 
Along with its availability at the 
housing lottery, Adams also provides 
the largest numbers of doubles for up¬ 
perclassmen in a dorm setting. Other 
dorms offering doubles are Rand, 280 
college, and John Bertram. However, 
by the time sophomores are selecting 
rooms in the lottery, most of said dou¬ 
bles in Rand, 280, and JB have already 
been seized, leaving the many who 
want to be in a dorm to conform to the 
quiet rules. The constraints of Adams 
wouldn’t be an issue if the students 
were given more options. Without such 
options, however, those signing up to 
live in Adams are forced to comply with 
these rules. 
Now, I recognize that it is not pos¬ 
sible for Bates to suddenly offer many 
additional dorms at the snap of fingers 
to appease those who don’t want to 
comply with the antiquated rules. How¬ 
ever, solving this issue is not all that 
difficult. Until the new dorm is built 
next to Garcelon field, the administra¬ 
tion ought to remove the quiet/study 
label from the dorm. For the students 
who want a quiet place to live, houses 
on Frye or Wood street can be desig¬ 
nated as quiet/study houses (currently 
Cheney house on College street is the 
only quiet/study house). This change 
would appease those who want that 
quiet environment. Yet, it would also 
recognize that some who were shoved 
into Adams did not want to live within 
these rigid restrictions. 
Let me be clear, I am not advocat¬ 
ing that the treatment of Adams on 80s 
dance was acceptable. I am saying that 
we would be remiss not to recognize 
that such partying is inevitable under 
the current conditions of room selec¬ 
tion. I’m not saying that we should 
overlook all rules, but rather have the 
administration rethink the rules that we 
do have. Adams is a quiet dorm. Should 
it be is a different question. 
Worth the ten years of construction... 
Too bad 1 don't have any classes in them. 
Show us your Jane Fonda...if you can remember it! 
Crash...the destruction begins already 
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Back-to-school celebrations relatively subdued 
EMILY CULL 
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR 
On Saturday, September 17th, the 
Waterville Police Department (WPD) 
issued summons to 56 Colby College 
students at an off-campus party for 
the charge “possession of alcohol by a 
minor,” according to the Sept. 20 issue 
of the Kennebec Journal. Three of the 
students who rent the apartment where 
teh party was held were also arrested 
and charged with providing a place for 
minors to consume. Colby Vice Presi¬ 
dent Sally Baker reported that each stu¬ 
dent who was charged “will be subject 
to discipline on campus,” according to 
the article. 
In contrast, Bates’ students’ behav¬ 
ior and alcohol consumption has been 
relatively mild this semester. Campus 
Security has not encountered an un¬ 
usual excess of rowdy partying com¬ 
pared to last year at this time, accord¬ 
ing to Director of Campus Safety and 
Security Thomas Carey ’73. Although 
the official dorm damage report will not 
be generated until after Oct. 1st, it is 
likely to show that there has not been a 
significant amount of damage to either 
students or capital since the start of the 
academic year. 
This semester has witnessed a de¬ 
cline in the number of police summons 
for possession of alcohol by a minor 
issued, and nothing has gotten “out of 
control” at off-campus parties, Assistant 
Dean of Students Keith Tannenbaum 
said. Tannenbaum attributed this partly 
to high student attendance at on-cam- 
pus events like the Village Club Series, 
the Luau and the 80s Dance. “The year 
is off to a great start,” he said. 
The issue of theft, however, contin¬ 
ues to affect many Bates students, es¬ 
pecially those living in off-campus resi¬ 
dences, Carey reported. Last week, the 
Deans, Security and the Lewiston Police 
Department (LPD) hosted a meeting 
with off-campus students, urging them 
to lock their property and secure valu¬ 
ables at all times. Security and LPD has 
had some recent success in recovering 
stolen property including six student 
bikes, but Carey held that students 
must continue to be vigilant in protect¬ 
ing their property. “In these harder eco¬ 
nomic times, predators will be watching 
closely the college community, knowing 
that there are a lot of electronics which 
are not closely guarded” he said. 
Weekend 
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that are open to students 24 hours a day. 
A “cultural kitchen” was constructed in 
the basement of Roger Bill to further in- 
tercultural education through food, said 
Farnsworth. 
Though only September, many stu¬ 
dents have already laid claim to their 
favorite spots in the new buildings. 
Quinne Moran T3 is a fan of the Mac 
Lab and the third floor of Hedge, while 
Daniel Lambert T2 enjoys the physical 
architecture of the buildings. “I like how 
Hedge Hall incorporates the historical 
character of the original building with a 
new modern flare,” Lambright said. 
Farnsworth cited the high ceilings 
as his favorite feature, but noted that 
there are many other minute aspects 
of the revitalized buildings that differ¬ 
entiate them from ordinary new con¬ 
structions. “One of the things we’re 
getting positive feedback on is the 
colors,” Farnsworth said. While in the 
past, academic buildings were primar¬ 
ily painted in variations of white, the 
project’s architects, Portsmouth, New 
Hampshire-based JSA Inc., opted to 
give each department a choice of color 
pallets, according to Farnsworth. This 
led to the diverse, albeit cohesive color 
schemes throughout the buildings, with 
departments like Environmental Sci¬ 
ence choosing a more muted selection 
of blues and browns, and the Spanish 
department opting for an array of what 
Farnsworth described as “Mediterra¬ 
nean” teals and oranges. 
In addition to enhancing the beauty 
of the campus, the renovations bring the 
College one step closer to its goal of car¬ 
bon neutrality by 2020. Both buildings 
make use of “green architecture,” and 
adhere to the College’s 2006 pledge that 
all newly erected buildings must receive 
at least a Silver LEED certification. 
Each building boasts numerous en¬ 
vironmentally friendly features like ex¬ 
tra insulation, automatic lighting, and 
hydronic heating and cooling. These 
features typically add about two per¬ 
cent to overall construction costs, noted 
Farnsworth. However, these higher 
construction costs are negated by an im¬ 
mediate 30 percent increase in efficien¬ 
cy and subsequent real cost savings in an 
estimated six years, Farnsworth claimed. 
Other green initiatives in the build¬ 
ing include the use of recycled materi¬ 
als whenever feasible. The window sills 
in both buildings were built from the 
timber that once comprised the roofs 
of the original structures. Local material 
was also used whenever available, such 
as bricks from Lewiston and stone from 
the Soam Sound in Acadia. 
Hedge and Roger Bill are the 
fourth and final project in Phase One 
of the campus facilities’ “Master Plan” 
which included the construction of 
280 College Street, Alumni Walk and 
New Commons, Farnsworth said. The 
“Master Plan” calls for a new dormitory 
beside Garcelon field and the eventual 
renovation of the Fyre Street houses. 
Despite the excitement surrounding 
the new buildings, there has been dis¬ 
cussion among the administration and 
campus security of closing both Hedge 
and Roger Bill to the campus during the 
weekends. Irresponsible students have 
repeatedly left the buildings dirty, leav¬ 
ing behind pizza boxes, empty beer cans 
and clutter in both the buildings, ac¬ 
cording to a faculty member who spoke 
to The Student under the condition of 
anonymity. Other misconduct included 
two female students who were foiled in 
their attempt to steal a flat-screen televi¬ 
sion from the lounge, according to the 
faculty source. 
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momentum that I am inheriting,” Ca¬ 
ble said. Several of Hansen’s more no¬ 
table accomplishments during her term 
include student diversity, continuation 
of the “Master Plan” and arts collabo¬ 
ration, according to Cable. Her tenure 
was characterized by a widely praised 
capital project campaign including the 
construction of New Commons and 
280 College Street dorm as well as the 
total renovation of Roger Williams and 
Hedge Hall, she said. “The direction of 
the college lies within the search com¬ 
mittee,” Cable said. 
The new president will be recruited, 
selected and appointed by the Bates 
College Presidential Search Commit¬ 
tee which is comprised of select Col¬ 
lege trustees and faculty. Co-chaired by 
Trustee Michael Chu ’80, P’12 and Val¬ 
erie Smith ’75, the committee operates 
under strict confidentiality and is work¬ 
ing hard to hit all objectives, according 
to Cable. “It is our expectation that 
Bates’ ninth President would assume 
that role at the start of the next fiscal 
year, July 2012,” said Chair of the Bates 
College Board ofTrustees Michael Bon- 
ney ’80, P’09, P’12, P’15. 
Cable has requested not to be con¬ 
sidered as a prospective Presidential can¬ 
didate. “I have not allowed my name to 
go forward because I chose to accept 
this role at the invitation of the Board 
to serve the College in the time of tran¬ 
sition,” she said. 
The College has vacancies in the 
integral posts of President and Dean 
of Admissions and Financial Aid and 
in the coming year will need to iden¬ 
tify a successor to the Dean of Faculty 
Pamela J Baker, who accepted a two- 
year appointment elsewhere this spring. 
Coupled with a relatively new Chair of 
the Board, Bonney, there continues to 
be significant change at the senior level. 
“While this can be termed a time of 
leadership transition, it provides a ter¬ 
rific opportunity for Bates’ next Presi¬ 
dent to select a partner in the Dean of 
Faculty role to succeed Dean Baker,” 
Bonney explained. Cable echoed Bon- 
ney’s sentiment, noting that these are 
natural personnel changes that all col¬ 
leges experience. This natural churn is 
a sign of strength as we constantly try 
to optimize talent and leadership across 
the college, she said. 
In addition to sustaining past ini¬ 
tiatives, Cable’s goals include improving 
fiscal strength and increasing commu¬ 
nication and collaboration across the 
Bates community. 
“The College is undercapitalized 
given its high hopes,” she said. Cable 
aims to be prudent in her fiscal deci¬ 
sions in order to have the highest return 
for Bates. Although the endowment is 
growing in an uncertain and volatile 
market, the College is shifting towards a 
more philanthropy-based approach and 
gained significant momentum, Cable 
noted. 
Collaboration among faculty and 
the administration will also be strength¬ 
ened with the adoption of a new com¬ 
mittee on faculty governance that will 
allow college leaders to become more 
aware of each other’s priorities, Cable 
said. She also strives to sustain and 
support the strategic impact of past 
diversity initiatives like the Office of 
Intercultural Education (OIE) and the 
Office of Equity and Inclusion (OEI). 
“Bates strongly values diversity and 
there continues to be a need for a safe 
environment for intercultural learning,” 
she stated. 
Cable hopes to have her tenure 
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characterized by improved town-gown 
relations and better collaboration 
throughout the Lewiston and Auburn 
communities. Cable, who was recently 
elected to the Board of Directors of the 
Androscoggin Chamber of Commerce, 
is dedicated to and engaged through¬ 
out the region. She works alongside the 
Mayor of Lewiston, Laurent F Gilbert 
Sr. and the presidents of several local 
higher education institutions like Cen¬ 
tral Maine Community College and 
University of Maine Lewiston/Auburn 
to facilitate discussion and partnership 
in future events. 
Said Bonney, “as a lifelong profes¬ 
sional and national leader in the admin¬ 
istration and governance of institutions 
of higher education, both large and 
small, Nancy [Cable] is uniquely quali¬ 
fied to ensure that Bates maintain for¬ 
ward momentum in many important 
areas.” 
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This year's crop of Batesies didn't revel quite as nara as iasi yeai =>. tma 
last Saturday night, resulting in seven transports to the hospital. Last year. EMS ran 13 calls which 
led to eight transports. For the most part, the night was highlighted by responsible celebration 
corny costumes, and not-so-responsible dance moves. Not quite Breakin 2. but we weren t half bad. 
COURTESY PHOTO/KEITH TANNENBAUM 
Museum Review 
Wyeth ’01 illuminates famed 
father’s art with donation to 
College exhibition 
At the exhibition Andrew and Jamie Wyeth: Selections from the Private Collection of 
Victoria Browning Wyeth: Victoria ’01 poses before the self-portrait of famed Ameri¬ 
can painter Andrew Wyeth, her grandfather. She gave the artwork to the College Mu¬ 
seum of Art for her 10th reunion. BOMMY CHA/THE BATES STUDENT 
Common Grounds Fair a 
refreshing taste of Maine 
DANIELA REICHELSTEIN 
MANAGING ARTS & LEISURE EDITOR 
Critics of American artist Andrew 
Wyeth would be pleasantly surprised by 
an exhibition of his work currently on 
display in the Bates College Museum 
of Art. The exhibition featured bright 
watercolors and delicate sketches that 
convey a sense of intimacy and warmth 
seldom found in Wyeth’s typically som¬ 
ber, almost eerie paintings. The exhibi¬ 
tion is part of the private collection of 
Victoria Wyeth ’01, granddaughter of 
Andrew. “This is Andy, not Andrew 
Wyeth,” Victoria remarked about the 
piece “Self Portrait” (Andrew Wyeth, 
2006), featuring a sketch of a smiling 
skeleton. 
The collection, which also includes 
pieces by contemporary realist painter 
Jamie Wyeth, Victoria’s uncle, celebrates 
artwork from a clan of revered Ameri¬ 
can artists. A display case holds Scrib¬ 
ner Classics such as Treasure Island and 
The Scottish Chiefs initially illustrated by 
Newel’ Convers (N.C.) Wyeth, a promi¬ 
nent American illustrator and father of 
Andrew. For a present to Victoria one 
Christmaa, Jamie illustrated playful im¬ 
ages of pirates on several of N.C.’s clas¬ 
sics. 
In addition to art-gifts, the ex¬ 
hibit has decorated correspondence 
between Victoria, her uncle and her 
grandfather, exposing the close familial 
ties of a popular artist family. A letter 
dated Oct. 26, 2001 from Andrew to 
his granddaughter contains simple lines 
that gracefully come together to create 
a flowing, colorful sketch of a witch rid¬ 
ing a broomstick. It reads, ‘Vic- this is 
the time when at midnight they all come 
back,” and is signed “Old Bones.” 
Victoria cherished these letters as 
sources of comfort in the midst of a 
difficult time for her family. “The let¬ 
ters came when my parents were get¬ 
ting a divorce,” she said. “They said I’m 
proud of you even though your world’s 
in hell.” 
According to Curator Bill Low, the 
collection revolves around three general 
themes. An entire wall devoted to draw¬ 
ings for well-known portraits reflects 
Andrew’s mastery of portraiture. The 
exhibition contains individual portraits 
of the same model over a long time pe¬ 
riod, highlighting Andrew’s tendency to 
use the same models for decades. The 
portraits feature some of Andrew’s 
most famous models, such as his neigh¬ 
bor Helga Testorf, a woman of German 
heritage. In the three studies of Helga, 
Andrew experiments with her hairstyle, 
depicting it first in two, tightly coiled 
braids and then in a bun softly piled on 
top of her head. 
Because many of Andrew’s draw¬ 
ings are studies for well-known paint¬ 
ings, they provide viewers with an un¬ 
derstanding of process. Museum-goers 
are able to grasp how the artist develops 
an idea and transforms it into finished 
watercolors and portraits. 
Finally, the exhibition exudes a 
sense of warmth and kinship as it ex¬ 
poses a lighthearted, humorous side of 
Andrew that is often absent in Wyeth 
collections. Andrew’s tempera paintings 
in the regionalist style typically por¬ 
tray stark images of rural life: desolate 
fields and beaches, haystacks sprinkled 
with snow and roaring rivers swollen 
with rainwater. The sentiments evoked 
by this collection contrast sharply with 
those of solitude and silence that most 
Wyeth exhibitions convey. 
With the inclusion of both portraits 
and watercolors, Victoria’s personal col¬ 
lection exemplifies the breadth of styles 
Andrew pursued throughout his life¬ 
time. The watercolors are reminiscent 
of the more abstract style he assumed 
in the 1930s and 1940s. In "Rosehips” 
Andrew uses a limited palette. Howev¬ 
er, the red flowers contrast sharply with 
their murky brown-green surroundings, 
creating the illusion that he is in fact us¬ 
ing a wide range of colors. The piece 
also experiments with negative space, 
creating splotches of bright white. 
Victoria donated this collection to 
the College for her tenth reunion this 
May. As A devoted fan of Andrew’s 
work herself, she has been giving tours 
of his art since she was 15 years old. 
“His work brings tears to my eyes,” she 
said. “It exposes the subtleties of life.” 
KATIE SGARRO 
CONTRIBUTING WRITER 
At 10 a.m. on Saturday, Sept. 24 
two buses of Bates students traveled to 
Unity, Maine for the Common Grounds 
Fair. A three-day event, the fair is host¬ 
ed by the Maine Organic Farmers & 
Gardeners Association (MOFGA). It 
offers everything from organic blue¬ 
berries to Sweet Annie’s grass crowns. 
If you like the vegan bar in Commons 
you would definitely be partial to the 
fair. 
Approximately two hours from the 
Bates campus, the Common Grounds 
Fair is a gathering place for environ¬ 
mental enthusiasts. Live folk music 
plays as fair participants roam from ac¬ 
tivist booths to food vendors. 
A wide variety of food is offered 
such as wood-grilled pizza, Indian cui¬ 
sine, veggie burgers, homemade lem¬ 
onade, fried potato chips and pie 
cones. Longfellow’s Creamery encour¬ 
ages sampling of their delicious cheeses 
and apple vendors eagerly advertise 
their organic apple cider. 
There are trashcans and, of course 
, compost bins scattered everywhere. 
The fair also provides agricultural 
demos, scarecrow making and puppet 
making. In the arts and crafts tent, stu¬ 
dents can buy wool hand warmers and 
scarves to prepare for the winter. There 
is an endless supply of environmen- 
tally-friendly merchandise as well. So 
why does this congregation of hippies 
attract Bates students? 
Molly Pailet, a freshman from 
Colorado, observed, “It’s refreshing 
to get out of the Bates bubble and get 
a delicious taste of Maine.” The fair is 
NICOLETTE WHITNEY 
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Kyshona Armstrong took the 
stage at Village Club Series on Thurs¬ 
day, Sept. 22 as a part of VCS’s weekly 
music performances. Armstrong’s mu¬ 
sic includes soul, neo-soul genres with 
some folk and blues. 
Armstrong discovered her passion 
for music at a young age. During choir 
selections, she would sit in the back 
pews of her church, mesmerized by 
a chance to experience and embrace 
Maine culture. 
Bates students are thrown into a 
world where bumper stickers promote 
the idea of the “tree hugging dirt wor¬ 
shipper”. For a day, students don’t ques¬ 
tion why a thing called a “hobbit hole” 
costs $3,276 or ask how long that veg¬ 
gie burger has been sitting in that tin. 
Instead, they acknowledge that perhaps 
a hobbit hole is worth that much to get 
away from the particularly annoying 
roommate and yes, the veggie burg¬ 
er does taste good. This is not to say 
that you aren’t entitled to a moment of 
panic as you watch the lemonade ven¬ 
dor mix your lemonade among swarms 
of bees. The key is not to inspect the 
lemonade but to reassure yourself that 
it is clearly bits of lemon that are mak¬ 
ing it so crunchy. 
However, Bates students seem to 
love the fair as many of them return an¬ 
nually. “It’s my second time at the fair,” 
said Tom Foley T5. “When I came here 
before I was doing a semester program 
called Chewonki and it kind of brings 
back memories for me and it has really 
good food.” 
“My first year seminar teacher, Ra¬ 
chel Austin, told me that the fair is the 
best event of the year,” said Jocelyn 
Hoye T5. For many environmental¬ 
ists, the Common Grounds Fair is one 
of the highlights of their year. Bates 
students who consider themselves envi¬ 
ronmental activists should consider vol¬ 
unteering for the fair next year. 
Overall, the Common Grounds 
Fair is worth going to if you have 
any interest in the environment, if you 
simply want to learn more about it or if 
you’re just looking to eat a really good 
pie cone. 
the touching quality of the songs. After 
taking up the piano, she found that she 
could express herself better through 
song. Her musical lineage drew her to 
the raw sound of the acoustic guitar 
and helped her develop a strong sense 
of family heritage. 
To kick off her show, Armstrong 
played “The Voices” as a personal in¬ 
troduction. She explained that when she 
is not making music, she works as a mu- 
See ARMSTRONG, PAGE 6 
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STAFF WRITER 
Emcee Macklemore and his pro¬ 
ducer Ryan Lewis performed a well- 
received set last Friday, Sept. 16 on a 
packed library Quad. The songs played 
constituted a unique blend of witty and 
satrical lyrics that captivated the 200 
plus spirited Batesies attending the con¬ 
cert. 
Macklemore and Ryan Lewis are 
currently on tour promoting their most 
recent EPs VS and VS Redux. While 
their concert featured songs from those 
track lists, many of the group’s classic 
songs were performed as well. 
With Macklemore as the emcee, 
Ryan Lewis on the turntables and 
Owour Arunga on trumpet, the three 
exuded a strong on-stage presence. The 
group performed a set that built up 
the crowd’s anticipation as the concert 
progressed and impelled Bates fans to 
plead for an encore. 
The rapper skillfully turned rhymes 
into party-dance songs, focusing on 
friends and family rather than the cliche 
hip-hop topics of alcohol, drugs and 
money. 
No two songs portrayed this better 
in their concert than “And We Danced” 
and “Irish Celebration.” In the latter, 
Macklemore draws from his Irish roots, 
proposing a toast to his heritage and 
culture (although he doesn’t drink alco¬ 
hol). With a traditional Irish fiddle pro¬ 
viding the backdrop to some heartfelt 
lyrics, no song in the set was spit with 
more passion or meaning. 
Counter-balancing the heart¬ 
felt rhymes of this number, “And We 
Danced” introduces Macklemore’s al¬ 
ter-ego; a mullet-wearing dancing god 
wearing a Bates sweatshirt. While per¬ 
forming the song, Macklemore busted 
some moves, threw his mullet into the 
crowd and then proceeded to crowd- 
surf his die-hard Bates fans. 
The chorus to “And We Danced” 
reflects the overall atmosphere of 
Macklemore and Ryan Lewis’s dynamic 
performance where they state, “And we 
danced, and we cried, and we laughed, 
and had a really, really, really good time.” 
Macklemore: left-coast roots and socially conscious rap 
uci cm puY7 
MANAGING LAYOUT EDITOR 
When he was a student at Garfield 
High School in Seattle, Macklemore 
was already writing, recording and per¬ 
forming hip-hop. He recorded his first 
EP in 2000 under the name Professor 
Macklemore, a superhero name he cre¬ 
ated during a high school art class. He 
received his bachelor’s degree from 
The Evergreen State College in Olym¬ 
pia, Wash, in 2005. Four years later, he 
teamed up with producer Ryan Lewis to 
create some of his most popular songs 
like Otberside, Irish Celebration, My Oh My 
and Wings. 
Sober for over three years now, 
many of Macklemore’s songs have 
serious lyrics about his struggle with 
substance abuse, especially in Otberside 
where the recorded version says “I’ve 
seen OxyContin take three lives”- but 
in his performance at Bates, the number 
was increased to four. 
Besides addiction, Macklemore’s 
musk addresses a wide range of topics 
from homelessness in City Don’t Sleep, 
Seattle’s hip-hop history in The Tom, 
consumerism in Wings, hall of fame 
baseball announcer Dave Niehaus in 
My Ob My, and his place as an upper 
middle-class emcee in White Pritelidge. 
Already a star in Seattle and along 
the West Coast, Macklemore just an¬ 
nounced his fall tout last week, which 
includes shows in Boston, Mass, and 
Burlington, Vt. on Dec 8 and 9, respec¬ 
tively. Tickets can be purchased online 
at wwwmacklemore.com. 
Award-winning poet Gregory Pard- 
lo opened this semester’s Language Arts 
Live reading series in Muskie Archives 
on Thursday, Sept. 22, sharing poems 
from his book Totem as well as excerpts 
from his latest manuscript and speaking 
to the audience about his writing pro¬ 
cess, his creative influences and what 
he hopes to communicate through his 
poetry. 
Pardlo began by reading “Title it 
Shotgun Wound,” a piece from Totem 
about an imagined encounter in a bar 
between painter Jackson Pollock and 
poet Robert Creeley. The poem was in¬ 
spired by Pardlo’s fascination with the 
idea of “a conversation between litera¬ 
ture and art,” an interest, he suspects, 
that stems from his experience growing 
up in a family of artists and craftspeo¬ 
ple. 
Indeed, family seems to be a pow¬ 
erful dynamic in Pardlo’s poetry. His 
poem “Marginalia” generated laughs 
among the audience with its lines, “I 
recently friended my brother on a so¬ 
cial networking website. It is possible 
we will never have to speak again. Why 
speak when we have a crystal ball of 
software with which to judge one an¬ 
other’s lives?” 
A father of two young children, 
Pardlo says that questions like “what 
is the world we are imagining and con¬ 
doning for our kids?” serve to shape 
how he approaches writing at this point 
in his life. Living in Brooklyn also in¬ 
spires his work, as demonstrated by his 
poem “Double Dutch,” a piece which 
he describes as addressing “the institu¬ 
tion” of double dutch jump roping in 
New York. “The girls turning double¬ 
dutch bob and weave like boxers pull¬ 
ing punches, shadowing each other, 
sparring across the slack cord casting 
parabolas in the air.” 
Professor Robert Farnsworth, se¬ 
nior lecturer in English and organizer 
of the Language Arts Live series, de¬ 
scribes Pardlo’s poetry as “offering] 
undercurrents of wit and compact, 
emotionally informed thinking. It’s sat¬ 
isfying and challenging.” 
Arts & Leisure » 
WeeklyVerse 
Arts & Leisure » Style Spotlight 
Language Live 
Series kicks off 
with poems by 
Pardlo 
EMILY CULL 
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Batesies flock south to hear 
Cut Copy shred Portland 
KARL ALEXANDER 
STAFF WRITER 
The evening of Sept. 14 may 
have been a typical night for most of 
the Bates College student body: some 
homework, a couple episodes of En¬ 
tourage or True Blood and then a late 
night trip to Milts. But for those who 
made the trip down to the State Theatre 
in Portland to see the Australian pop 
mega-band Cut Copy, the evening was 
far from predictable. 
Known worldwide for their on¬ 
stage presence and over-the-top an¬ 
tics, Cut Copy did not disappoint the 
3,000 plus fans that came out to see 
them perform. Headed by frontman 
Dan Whitford, Cut Copy brings to the 
stage a unique fusion of classic 80’s 
pop sounds—Talking Heads meets U2 
meets the B52s. We often hear this nos¬ 
talgic electronic sound in modern day 
pop music with bands like Chromeo, La 
Roux and The Darkness, but we rarely 
find a band that brings the feeling of 
independent electropop back to life. 
With their 2008 LP, In Ghost Col- 
Armstrong 
rocks VCS 
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 5 
sic therapist. Before singing her track 
“Confined,” she reflected on one of her 
experiences working thusly. The song 
was a unique composition with deep 
tones and a focus on the driving vocals. 
Influenced by her grandfather’s 
talent for gospel, she finished writing 
a song that he did not have a chance 
to complete before he passed away. 
“Grandfather’s Song” consists of two 
verses written by her beloved grandfa¬ 
ther, and the other verses by Armstrong 
and her aunt. The slow, consistent beat: 
ors, Cut Copy quickly went to the top of 
the alternative music scene. Currently 
on-tour to promote their 2011 LP, Zo- 
noscope, Cut Copy is now incorporat¬ 
ing more traditional Australian sounds 
into their music. The group’s current hit 
single, “Need You Now,” introduces a 
sound paying homage to the nostalgic 
vibes of Aussie rockers Men at Work. 
When “Need You Now” was per¬ 
formed live, Cut Copy had to bring out 
two more drummers in order to express 
the heavy percussion rhythms of the 
track—creating a sound spectacle that 
has rarely been matched. Things only 
got better when guitarist Tim Hoey 
stood up on the drum kit during the 
chorus and started bashing his guitar on 
the cymbals, etching his name into rock 
folklore. 
Aside from a washed-up opening 
performance from synth-pop band 
Washed Out, who looked like they were 
asleep on stage, the concert was a hit. 
Cut Copy played all of their songs with 
a fierce appetite for rocking out 
maintains a deep tune that is quite sad, 
visceral and clearly very personal to 
Armstrong. 
In addition to singing her own 
music, Armstrong performed a cover 
of Nina Simone’s “See-Line Wom¬ 
an” and Alicia Keys’ “No One.” Her 
strong pitch complimented both songs 
while she consistently remained on key 
throughout the compositions. 
“A group of students and I saw 
Kyshona perform at a conference and 
thought she was great,” said Dean 
Keith Tannenbaum, Coordinator of 
Student Activities. The show unveiled 
Armstrong’s first-ever performance in 
Maine. 
The Village Club Series runs every 
Thursday night in the Mays Center be¬ 
ginning at 9:00 pm. 
Untitled 
Bobby Bums '12 
I wish to persuade you without using my 
words. 
Let's not bring discourse or rhetoric 
into this. 
I do not want to appeal to you 
Ethically 
Logically 
Emotionally 
Or with any thought to pretense or 
convention. 
This is not a formula 
or a logarithm, or a postulate; 
an undivine commandment 
an impotent book report. 
This is not an anthropocentric poem. 
It is not about us. 
Let it be about the weight of inaction 
in each hanging choice- 
The innate and intimate reactions 
that don’t need a voice. 
scratch, claw 
push, pull, love, fuck, dance, bawl 
bite, prance, cHmb, fall 
drink, smoke, swear, brawl 
lick, kiss, create, write, draw 
These words are not the moments that 
pass unnoticed; 
the abstract; 
the inexplicable ying and yang of souls 
I cannot capture the irrational twinkle ... 
{{{Q[GNAUH!!!» on a page. 
It is up to us to experience it. 
So let’s take ourselves and run them 
Wild 
Rabid 
Ragged 
Think and live and dream 
Unethically 
lliogicalty 
Maniacally 
So as to make love to life again and 
again 
Only for pleasure 
Live for the love of fuck 
AND 
foe fuck of love 
But this is not hedonism. 
it is not Epicurean philosophical theory. 
Do not historically contextualize this, 
or analyze it from a post-modem 
point 
of 
view. 
i only wished to express myseif. 
But now that i’m done, I wish you hadn’t 
read it 
I’d rather not persuade you with my 
words. 
A certain pieppiness 
for MacGregor ’ 14 
NICOLETTE WHITNEY 
ASSISTANT ARTS & LEISURE EDITOR 
Sam MacGregor T4 calls himself 
a prep. A double major in economics 
and politics as well as a varsity rower, he 
hardly has time to doubt his style. 
MacGregor’s hometown, Prince¬ 
ton, New Jersey influenced his etiquette 
and attention to style. An Urbandic- 
tionary.com search for “Princeton, NJ,” 
claims, “Preppy is the essential dress 
code, with any other tacky/trendy op¬ 
tions looked down upon. Not to men¬ 
tion, if you don’t own J.Crew, wear 
ribbons in your hair/something from 
Tiffany’s at all times/own more than 
one Vera Bradley bag and wallet and a 
Longchamp/Herve Chapelier bag, you 
might as well be in Siberia.” 
Princeton’s preppy-themed values 
certainly come through. “Growing up, 
certain things are instilled in you,” re¬ 
flects MacGregor. “My parents always 
dressed me well and it kind of grew on 
me and now it’s comfortable. For me 
that’s what normal is.” 
MacGregor attended a private pre¬ 
paratory school in Princeton before his 
debut at Bates. While he was in the sev¬ 
enth grade, the school enforced a rig¬ 
orous dress code with uniform pieces 
including ties and jackets that had to be 
worn regularly. “I wore a lot of khakis, 
bright shirts and Lilly Pulitzer ties. Ev¬ 
eryone dressed pretty similarly—a lot 
of colors and a lot of Vineyard Vines!” 
Although MacGregor commits two 
and a half to three hours of his time to 
rowing every single day, he enjoys wear¬ 
ing apparel around Bates that is classy 
and less athletic. “I’d be caught dead 
in sweatpants!” he remarked. Subcon¬ 
sciously, his wardrobe changes with the 
seasons. “In the fall I wear a lot of but¬ 
ton downs and khakis...The summer 
is more about polos.” For their wear- 
ability, two constants in his wardrobe 
NICOLETTE WHITNEY/ 
THE BATES STUDENT 
include his favorite colors: navy blue 
and pink. 
For MacGregor, his biggest ward¬ 
robe influences are what he wears, 
what he sees around him and what he 
has been exposed to. “When I go into 
a store I look for things that work for 
me,” he said. “It’s natural. It’s who I 
am.. .There’s a certain preppiness about 
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Men’s Lacrosse Alumni took the field with cur¬ 
rent team members at Saturday’s “Legends 
Game". COURTESY PHOTO/OFFICE OF COMMU¬ 
NICATIONS AND MEDIA RELATIONS IS 
Sports » Cross Country 
Hannan '14 and Fannon '13 set the pace 
for successful cross country seasons 
ALEX GREENBERG 
MANAGING SPORTS EDITOR 
The mens and women’s cross coun¬ 
try teams are running through their 
schedules, with both teams having par¬ 
ticipated in three races: the Class Relays 
meet against Colby on Sept. 10, the 
Maine Invitational on Sept. 17, and the 
Codfish Bowl on Sept. 24. 
The men’s team opened the season 
in convincing fashion against Colby. 
The races were divided into First-Year/ 
Sophomore and Junior/Senior sections, 
with Bates sweeping the top five spots 
in both. Tully Hannan T4 ran the best 
time of the day to win the First-Year/ 
Sophomore race and captain Devin 
Dilts T2 finished first in the Junior/Se- 
nior race. Hannan and Dilts again led 
the way at the Maine Invitational, with 
both finishing in the top three among 
the 144 competitors. The overall team 
finished in second place out of the 
seven participating schools. The Men’s 
Cross Country team’s success continued 
this weekend at the 26-team Codfish 
Bowl, where Bates won first place com¬ 
fortably over runner-up Boston Univer¬ 
sity. Seven of the top 25 runners in the 
pool of 286 were from Bates: Hannan 
took 6th, Dilts 7th, Mike Martin T4 
(10th), James LePage T4 (13th), An¬ 
drew Wortham T3 (16th), Ben Che- 
bot T2 (24th), and Graham Pearsall 
‘13 (25th). The 22nd nationally ranked 
men’s cross country team will next 
compete at the Hoffman Invitational 
on Oct. 8. 
Despite losing 64-46 to Colby, the 
women’s cross country team had some 
impressive individual performances at 
the Class Relays meet. Lindsay Cul¬ 
len T3 and Alicia Fannon T3 finished 
second and fourth, respectively, in the 
Junior/Senior race while Elena Jay T5 
and Sarah Fusco T5 took third and 
fourth, respectively, in the First-Year/ 
Sophomore race. At the Maine Invita¬ 
tional, the team finished fifth among 
the seven participating schools. Cullen 
finished seventh overall out of 131 run¬ 
ners, leading the way for captain Jenny 
Monsulick T2 (18th) and the other five 
Bates runners. 
The highlight of the women’s cross 
country season to date came this week¬ 
end at the Codfish Bowl. The Bobcats 
finished fifth overall, fourth among all 
college teams and second among Divi¬ 
sion III teams. Fannon ended up 13th 
out of the 251 competitors, ranking her 
fourth among all collegiate runners and 
first among Division III runners. Fusco 
(39th), Jay (41st), Kallie Nixon T4 
(48th), Amanda Solch T3, Devin Tatro 
’14, and Meg Ogilvie T4 also had im¬ 
pressive performances. 
The women’s cross country team 
will also compete at the Hoffman Invi¬ 
tation on Oct. 8. 
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Team 
Amherst 
Tufts 
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Trinity 
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Murphy’13 dogs 
Terrier defense 
in 2-0 soccer win 
DUNCAN BRIGGS 
CONTRIBUTING WRITER 
There was an impressive showing 
on hand Sunday to watch the Bates 
Bobcats take on cross-conference foe 
Thomas College Terriers. The late Sep¬ 
tember heat made for perfect playing 
and cheering conditions alike. 
Bates dominated the first half of 
the game, keeping a majority of the 
possession in the Terriers’ end. The 
Bobcats threatened to score early with 
quality runs by Ethan Hirshberg T3 
and Tyler Grees T4 but the goal at¬ 
tempts were denied. Strong defensive 
work and stellar play by the Thomas 
College goalkeeper continued to sup¬ 
press the Bobcat attack and the teams 
went into the locker rooms scoreless. 
The Bates squad that returned to 
the field after the break was fiery and 
inspired. Nick Ford T5 and Ethan 
Kass T 4 helped Bates grab a clear up¬ 
per hand in both possession and scor¬ 
ing opportunities. In the 62nd minute, 
the Bobcats finally broke through into 
the heart of the Thomas College de¬ 
fense when a through-ball by Kass hit 
John Murphy T3 in stride. Murphy, a 
finishing specialist, beat the goalkeeper 
to the far post to give Bates a 1-0 lead. 
Ten minutes later, Murphy found 
himself in front of the goal again cour¬ 
tesy of a spectacular flick by Ford. 
Murphy’s shot hit the underside of the 
crossbar, bounced below the goal, and 
was ushered out by the Thomas Col¬ 
lege goalkeeper. After conferring with 
the sideline ref, the head official deter¬ 
mined that the ball had indeed crossed 
the goal line. 
With a 2-0 lead, the focus shifted 
away from offense. Solid play by de¬ 
fenders David Wood T2 and Ben 
Kitendaugh T2 helped goalie Brian 
Goldberg T2 protect the net. Gold¬ 
berg combined with starting goalkeeper 
Greg Watts T2 for the shutout. Bates 
outshot Thomas College 18-8 en route 
to their second non-conference win of 
the season. 
The schedule has not been kind to 
the Bobcats, who have already faced 
three formidable NESCAC opponents 
in Williams, Amherst and Trinity. The 
team suffered three difficult losses but 
hopes to thrive on this early adversity. 
Head Coach George Purgavie will 
prepare the Bobcats for their next fix¬ 
ture against the Hamilton Continentals 
on Oct. 1. The Continentals are new 
additions to the NESCAC and are win¬ 
less in their first five conference games. 
. 
'W' 
Field hockey beats Williams 
in season opener, posts 1-2 
conference record 
JENNA DANNIS 
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR 
The Bates field hockey team began 
its 2011 fall campaign with a critical 
1-0 victory over NESCAC rival Wil¬ 
liams College Ephs. Forward Michelle 
Brady ’13 converted a pass from Bridg¬ 
et Meedzan T 4 into a late winner. The 
Ephs outshot the Bobcats 21-7, but 
goalie Becca Otley T4 made up the dif¬ 
ference, stopping 13 Williams scoring 
opportunities in her college debut. 
On Sept. 14, the Bobcats travelled 
to Bangor to face in-state rival Husson. 
Husson scored first but Bates respond¬ 
ed with a goal off a penalty corner by 
Caroline Falcone T5 as time expired 
in the first half. The second half was 
essentially a mirror image of the first, 
with Husson scoring first and Bates 
capitalizing on a penalty corner oppor¬ 
tunity by captain Sarah Merullo T2. 
The next twenty minutes were full of 
suspense, highlighted by multiple scor¬ 
ing opportunities for both teams. With 
less than a minute remaining, Husson 
connected on a penalty corner to edge 
the Bobcats 3-2. Lyndsay Beaton T2 
led the team with six shots while rookie 
goalie Kelsey Freedman T5 recorded 
five saves. 
The Bobcats next travelled to Am¬ 
herst and Trinity to take on the per¬ 
petual powers in a pair of NESCAC 
matches. Despite a stellar performance 
from Otley, the Bobcats could not 
contain the potent Amherst offense. 
Merullo found forward Riley Kundtz 
T 4 for the lone Bobcat goal of the 
game as Bates was defeated 7-1. There 
was little time for reflection with a 
match against Trinity looming the next 
day. The veteran Trinity team came out 
on fire, keeping the ball in Bates’ de¬ 
fensive end for a majority of the game. 
Forward Laura Baran ‘13 was able to 
get the Bobcats on the board in the sec¬ 
ond half with an unassisted tally, but 
Bates fell 6-1. 
The team bounced back with a 
3-0 win over in-state rival, UMaine- 
Farmington. The Bobcats dominated 
the game from the start, outshooting 
the visitors 31-4. Beaton asserted her 
dominance on attack, recording a hat 
trick by scoring all three Bobcat goals 
on the evening. Nicole Santosuosso 
T3, Merullo, and Polly Merck T 4 each 
had assists. Otley made three saves to 
give the Bobcats the shutout. 
On Sunday, Bates came up short 
against Babson College, falling 4-1. 
Despite knocking on the door for most 
of the first half, the Bobcats could not 
find the back of the Babson net. A pen¬ 
alty stroke by captain Kelly McManus 
T2 was barely saved by the Babson 
goalkeeper with a diving stick save. 
The Bobcats finally scored with fifteen 
seconds remaining in the game when 
Merullo dribbled by two defenders and 
buried the ball in the back of the visi¬ 
tor’s net. Unfortunately, it proved to be 
too little, too late. 
The Bobcats hope to bounce back 
against NESCAC opponent Hamilton 
College in a Parents’ Weekend match¬ 
up on Oct. 1. 
Women’s 
Volleyball 
looks to 
rally past 
rough start 
Ch cissy Gee 12 goes for 
one of her seven kills in a 
contest against Rivier Col¬ 
lege. Fresh off its first win 
of the season, a 3-0 vic¬ 
tory over Colby-Sawyer, the 
Women's Volleyball team 
looks to turn its season 
around. The team's next 
match is at home against 
Colby on Sept. 27. 
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MAHAfiWG SPORTS EDITOR 
Greetings Bobcats, 
My name is Alex, I am the 
new Managing Editor of the 
Sports Section, and apparently 
this space is designated as my 
personal column. I am still de¬ 
ciding what exactly to do with it, 
but I figured a brief introduction 
would suffice for the first issue. 
I am from New York, meaning I 
am generally accustomed to my 
sports teams winning. Super Bowl 
XLII surely ranks in the top three 
best moments of my young life 
(hint: a New York team upset an 
undefeated New England team). 
From the time I can remember, 
sports have occupied roughly 
75% of my attention. Anyone who 
knows me is aware that my play¬ 
ing days are long over. I believe 
this has only fueled my passion 
for sports even further. My inten¬ 
tion is to apply a fan’s perspective 
to cover all things sports with as 
few anti-Boston biases as pos¬ 
sible. 
It seems fitting that Home¬ 
coming Weekend coincided with 
my first week at the Student. 
Homecoming is the clearest indi¬ 
cation that the fall sports season 
is officially underway, but there 
was also something special for 
me about this year’s festivities. In 
the past, Homecoming was just 
an excuse to wear Bates apparel 
that otherwise rotted in my closet. 
Homecoming at Bates reminded 
me of the differences between 
my school and the schools with 
Division I athletics that I always 
planned to attend. This year’s 
football game epitomized my 
change in sentiment. Sometimes 
sports are about more than statis¬ 
tics or even wins; this was not just 
a Bates loss to a formidable oppo¬ 
nent. The football game reminded 
me how much I appreciate going 
to a small school and how much 
fun it was to root for those un¬ 
derdogs in Super Bowl XLII. The 
football team may not have won 
the game, but I feel comfortable 
saying they won some new fans. 
I encourage you all to bring your 
family and friends to the many 
sporting events on campus this 
weekend. I can only hope you too 
will feel a renewed sense of pride 
in your school. I wish the best of 
luck to all the participants, and, 
as always, let’s go Bobcats! 
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Bates hosts Pro Squash Tour event 
featuring current players, alums 
ALEX DAUGHERTY 
CONTRIBUTING WRITER 
Bates College hosted its first-ever 
pro squash tournament over Alumni 
Weekend from Sept. 23 to Sept. 
25, 2011. Two Bates alumni, Sean 
Wilkinson ’08 and Ricky Weisskopf 
’08, participated in the pro section of 
the tournament. Recent Bates alum¬ 
nus Kush Mahan TO, who joined the 
pro squash tour last year, was a late 
withdrawal from the field due to in¬ 
jury. Unfortunately, second-seeded 
Weisskopf bowed out to top seed— 
and eventual winner—Mohamed 
El Sherbini of Egypt. Sherbini is 
the current points leader on the Pro 
Squash Tour (PST). 
An amateur tournament was 
also held over the weekend. Most of 
the members of the men’s and wom¬ 
en’s teams participated even though 
squash is not in season. Co-Captain 
Cheri-Ann Parris T3 expressed ex¬ 
citement at being able “to take on 
some of [her] teammates and players 
from Bowdoin, Trinity, and Navy.” 
Our very own R.J. Keating T3 cap¬ 
tured the amateur title. 
Head Coach Pat Cosquer ’97 
had his hands full as the tournament 
organizer. His responsibilities in¬ 
cluded overseeing the logistics of the 
event, which featured multiple brack¬ 
ets of pro and amateur players. “This 
weekend was really special because 
it marked the first time that Bates 
hosted a squash tournament for pro 
and collegiate athletes,” Cosquer said. 
“We had over a dozer alumni partici¬ 
pating in this year’s event.” 
The PST was founded in 2009 as 
a small league, but has since grown 
to host more than 20 events each 
year. Around 80 men and women, 
representing an incredible 29 coun¬ 
tries, participate on the Tour. The 
PST has a points system in which 
points are given for finishing high at 
the various events. At the end of the 
regular season, the top eight players 
are invited to a championship tour¬ 
nament. “We were thrilled to be at 
Bates College,” said Joseph McMa¬ 
nus, Commissioner and CEO of the 
PST. “Coach Cosquer has produced 
two top men’s and women’s squash 
teams and the college has a great fa¬ 
cility.” 
The Bates men’s and women’s 
teams have been holding captains’ 
practices to prepare for the official 
start of the collegiate season on Nov. 
1. Mimi Neal ’12 is co-Captain of 
the women’s team alongside Par¬ 
ris. Bobby Burns T2 and Kristian 
Muldoon T4 are the men’s team 
captains. Parris spoke highly of her 
teammates and sounded optimistic 
about the start of the season. “Even 
though the practices are not manda¬ 
tory, everyone has been attending 
and is ready to compete,” she noted. 
Coach Cosquer said he is look¬ 
ing forward to seeing the new crop 
of players in action and is ready for 
the entire team to be tough competi¬ 
tion for the best schools in both the 
Ivy League and the NESCAC. 
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Bates Droves a lit in andiron 
showdown against Amherst 
TOM BONIFACE 
CONTRIBUTING WRITER 
Donning brand new uniforms ori Alumni Weekend in 
front of a rowdy crowd, the Bobcats took to the field with 
hopes of upsetting the mighty Lord Jeffs of Amherst. 
Amherst had other plans, but any fan in attendance 
will remember the game for more than just the score. 
The home team Bobcats controlled the game t 
for nearly the entire first half and held a statistical 
advantage in first downs (12-4), time of possession 
(19:07-10;53) and total yards of offense (183- 
113). Overall, the Bobcats played an excep¬ 
tional first half. 
Amherst took full advantage of a 
blocked punt in Bates territory by march¬ 
ing 35 yards to pay dirt for an early 7-0 
lead. After exchanging purtts on six con¬ 
secutive drives, the Bobcats took over on | 
their own 13-yard line midway through 
the second quarter hungry to tie the ball- 
game. Quarterback Trevor Smith ‘13 com¬ 
pleted seven of nine passes, including two 
critical third down conversions, to march the 
Bobcats down to the promise land. On ftiird- 
and-goal from the Amherst six-yard line, Smith 
found Kevin Davis T4 for the touchdown to 
tie the score at 7. 
As it did all day long, the Bates defense 
stood strong and forced a quick three-and- 
out. Momentum was swinging in favor of 
tire Bobcats as they drove down the field 
with an opportunity to take the lead go¬ 
ing into die half. All of that changed 
when Smith-—not to mention the entire > . 
crowd—was blindsided. Amherst picked ^ ^ 
up the forced fumble and ran the ball 
into the end zone as time expired, indue- 'M 
ing an overwhelming silence around Gar- Jf 
celon Field. 
This proved to be the watershed mo¬ 
ment in the course of the contest. The Bob¬ 
cats’ defense continued to play strong, forcing three Am¬ 
herst turnovers and holding the Lord Jeffs’ potent offense 
to only two fit Id goal s in the second half. However, Bates 
struggled to move the ball on offense and never regained 
the momentum it had prior to the fumble. 
On the offensive side of the ball, Smith finished with 
24 completions for 202 yards, two interceptions, and a 
touchdown, Pat George T3 led all rushers with 15 carries 
for 63 yards, and John Squires T 2 led all receivers with sev¬ 
en catches for 89 yards. On the defensive side of the ball, 
Andrew Kukesh ’14 and captain Kevin Helm T2 led the 
way with 13 and 12 total tackles, respectively. Cameron 
Evans T2 contributed 10 total tackles and 2 interceptions. 
Simply put, the final score did not reflect the competi¬ 
tiveness of the game. The Bobcats played inspired football 
from the start and undoubtedly left every alumnus in at¬ 
tendance proud. A year removed from a 44-0 loss at Am¬ 
herst, the Bobcats showed that they have made great strides 
on both sides of the ball. If this game is any indication, 
Bates Football is in for a successful 2011 campaign. 
The Tufts Jumbos pay a trip to Garcelon Field next 
week for the second game of the season. I encourage 
you to help pack the stands and give our 
Bobcats a true home field advantage. 
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Patrick George ‘13 rushes for one of his 15 carries on the 
day. COURTESY PHOTO/OFFICE OF COMMUNICATIONS 
AND MEDIA RELATIONS 
Women's soccer braves tough schedule 
JENNA DANNIS 
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR 
Despite an early schedule loaded 
with tough NESCAC opponents, the 
Bates Women’s Soccer team has held its 
own to record two ties and two losses. 
Bates opened its season with a 
home game against the Williams Col¬ 
lege Ephs, who have a reputation as 
one of the top programs in the league. 
The Ephs struck first, scoring just nine 
minutes into the first half. The Bobcats 
rebounded well from this early deficit 
but were unable to close the gap before 
time expired. Williams edged Bates 
12-10 in shots on goal and was in the 
game until the final whistle due to the 
strong play of goalie and Captain An¬ 
nie Burns T2. 
The Bobcats responded well against 
Bowdoin, tying the Polar Bears 2-2 
in a midweek matchup. Former lead¬ 
ing scorer and Captain Tina Tobin T2 
led the Bobcat in shots with eight and 
also tallied a goal and an assist. Dakota 
Donovan T5 recorded her first col¬ 
legiate points, scoring a goal and as¬ 
sisting on another. Bates set the pace 
early, with Tobin placing a pass from 
Donovan past the Bowdoin goalkeeper 
in the 13th minute. Donovan’s goal 51 
minutes into the game seemed destined 
to be the difference, but a late goal by 
Bowdoin robbed the Bobcats of their 
first victory. 
Last weekend, the Bobcats trav¬ 
elled to Amherst and Trinity for clashes 
with two formidable NESCAC oppo¬ 
nents. In the first game, Bates was un¬ 
able to penetrate the powerful defense 
of Amherst and succumbed 2-0 to the 
perennial top team. Amherst outshot 
Bates 34-12 as the ball remained in the 
Bobcat end for a majority of the game. 
The Bobcat defense, led by Amanda Si- 
rianni T2 and Bud Arens T3, was busy 
all day protecting Burns, who recorded 
13 saves. The Bobcats came out on fire 
the next day against the undefeated 
Trinity Bantams. Tobin sparked the 
Bates offense, scoring in the 20th min¬ 
ute off a feed from Jaimie Cappucci 
T 4. The Bantams leveled the score and 
the match ended in a 1-1 draw. 
The Bobcats will be looking to im¬ 
prove on their 0-2-2 record against in¬ 
state rival Husson on Wednesday and 
new NESCAC member Hamilton Col¬ 
lege on Oct. 1. 
Sports » 
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Neal took the individual title at the inaugural 
Maine State Women’s Golf Championships on 
September 18, helping Bates women’s golf 
finish second in team scoring. Neal posted a 
magnificent two-day total of 174, outshooting 
the runner-up by eight strokes. 
COURTESY PHOTO/OFFICE OF COMMUNI¬ 
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Men's and Women's golf drive through early tournaments 
ABBY ZWETCHKENBAUM 
CONTRIBUTING WRITER 
While many of us are still settling 
back into campus, the men’s and wom¬ 
en’s golf seasons are in full swing. The 
men’s team has already competed in 
five tournaments: the Bowdoin Invita¬ 
tional from Sept. 10-11, the Farming- 
ton Invitational on Sept. 15, the Maine 
State Championship from Sept. 17-18, 
the Colby Classic on Sept. 24, and the 
Colby Invitational on Sept. 25. At the 
Maine State Championship, the men 
finished one stroke behind third place, 
ultimately ending up fifth out of 11 
teams. Jared Quenzel T3 led the way, 
earning all-state honors for the first 
time. Captain Lee Smith T2 (20th 
place), Garrett Johnson T4 (tied for 
27th) and Corey Gingras T3 (tied for 
31st) also had impressive performances. 
This past weekend, Bates finished third 
and tied for second at the Colby Clas¬ 
sic and Colby Invitational, respectively. 
The highlight was Quenzel and Garret 
Bonney T5 posting the best two-some 
score by any team at the Colby Classic. 
The Bates men’s golf team looks to con¬ 
tinue its promising start to the season 
at the NESCAC Men’s Qualifier from 
Oct. 1-2. 
The women’s golf team has com¬ 
peted in two tournaments: the Bow¬ 
doin Blast on Sept. 15 and the Maine 
State Championship from Sept. 17- 
18. At the Bowdoin Blast, co-Captain 
Brigid Dunn T2 tied for second place 
out of 14 players, finishing just one 
stroke off the overall lead. At the Maine 
State Championship, co-Captain Mimi 
Neal T2 earned the individual title as 
the women’s medalist. Of Neal’s win¬ 
ning performance, Dunn said, “[It] was 
definitely the highlight; even though 
we weren’t able to go home with the 
overall win it was great to see her play 
well both days and take home the tro¬ 
phy.” With individual achievements 
and strong team finishes, expectations 
for the season are high. As Dunn re¬ 
marked, “We have the potential to re¬ 
ally score well as a team.” The next 
match for the Bates women’s golf team 
is at home against rival Bowdoin Col¬ 
lege on Oct. 1. 
